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WIZZ Network is an EOSIO-based dApp operating and building next generation application
projects within the WIZZ ecosystem. We are a
team of 10 people with private funding aiming
to revolutionize and radically improve the
efficiency of multiple blockchain-based applications that can be used together as a suite of
crypto solutions.
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WIZZ NE T WORK

A BS T RAC T
As an EOSIO-based decentralized
application, WIZZ Network operates and builds projects within the
WIZZ ecosystem. Our Network offers users solutions to many of the
roadblocks currently encumbering
the blockchain and digital asset/
communication spaces. WIZZ Network offers unparalleled services
in asset storage, digital asset exchange, encrypted communication,
and merchant access.
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WIZZ NE T WORK

N E T WORK
COMP ONE NTS
In order to fully detail the nature of the WIZZ Network, it’s important
to adequately understand the following terms:
• Address/Wallet. An address or wallet consisting of account credentials on the WIZZ Network, generated by a key pair, which
then consists of a private and public key.
• API. An Application Programming Interface. An API is a combination of routines, protocols, and tools for building software and
applications and defines how a component interacts with a system,
facilitating communication between the two.
• dApp. A decentralized application (“dApp”) is an App that operates without a centrally trusted party. A dApp enables users to
communicate, transact, and reach consensuses without reliance
upon a mediating third party, or “middleman.”
• Hot Wallet. A hot wallet is a private key managed online, also
known as a hot wallet. This is opposed to a “cold wallet,” which
consists of a private key installed on a device disconnected from
any and all networks, specifically the internet.
• Ledger. The ledger is a record of the amount of cryptocurrency
in each user’s account. The ledger is continuously and repeatedly
updated with records of transactions that successfully pass through
our consensus process.
• Plugin. A plugin—or “extension”—is a software component that
makes it possible to modify an existing computer program or platform. This is generally used to add new features to said program
or platform without modifying the existing design of the system.
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CHALLENGES

In this section, we explore the various
challenges bogging down the blockchain industry, and WIZZ Networkʼs
approach to solving these problems.

SOLUTIONS

WIZZ network aims to improve the
efficiency of several commonplace
components of the blockchain
industry: digital asset exchanges,
secure wallets, encrypted storage
systems, encrypted messaging, and
merchant integration.

Digital Asset
Exchanges
Encrypted
Messaging
Merchant
Integration
Encrypted
Storage
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C HALLEN G E S
DIGITAL ASSET EXCHANGES

Further, centralized exchanges often charge exorbitant fees for token listing. Start-up projects,
seeking to list their digital assets for trading, are
met with mountainous fees that can cost into the
Millions. In contrast, it costs a mere $125k to
$300k to list a stock on NASDAQ.

The majority of existing digital asset exchanges
(“exchanges”) consist of centralized exchanges, which pose a host of problems for users. The
current experience of trading digital assets is
fragmented, with scattered pockets of liquidity,
high friction, and a highly technical process.

The costs are overwhelming to newcomers. Centralization is the antithesis to the innovation of
blockchain technology. The high cost of listing
new assets creates barriers to entry for newcomers that may potentially stand as the next
ground-breaking step in the blockchain industry.

Security flaws limit widespread adoption and
plague the industry with negative headlines, investor fears, and distrust. Centralized exchanges have been subject to rampant exit scams
from Initial Coin Offerings, phishing, hacks,
thefts, and a variety of other malicious criminal
attacks.

WIZZ NETWORK SOLUTIONS

Centralized exchanges attract users with trusts
of security, and most importantly, liquidity. The
centralized nature of these exchanges allows
large pools of liquidity, with exchanges facilitating rapid trades between users enabled by
large custodies of various crypto assets. This
poses obvious security risks by centralizing the
storage of enormous quantities of crypto assets
into a single set of servers, controlled by an
individual company.

Digital asset exchanges have a single, viable
solution to circumvent the minefield of security
risks looming over their users, insurmountable
barriers to entry, and their hinderance of innovation: decentralization. The Wizz Network ensures a decentralized platform where the client
holds their own private keys. Our team has a
wealth of experience building and maintaining
decentralized systems from the ground up.
Security comes first at the Wizz Network, we
have built extremely robust security standards
and invested heavily in penetration testing to
ensure our system has integrity. In addition to
the strong technology, the Wizz Network was
built with the end-user in mind. Our platform
offers strong customer service and communication.

A lack of regulatory oversight and consistent
safety protocol has enabled some heinous
breaches of security on these exchanges, to
the tune of billions of dollars. In 2018 alone,
over US $1 billion worth of crypto assets were
hacked or stolen from centralized exchanges.
Dozens of centralized exchanges have outlined
protocols to move portions of their asset pools
to cold wallets, stored offline and away from
the grasp of malicious actors. Few have followed through with their security plans, burdened by the need for accessibility and convenience. Hot wallet centralized storage has been
a massive culprit in security breaches.
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HOW IT WORKS: DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
Perhaps the centerpiece to WIZZ Networkʼs infrastructure, our Decentralized Exchange (“DEX”)
will provide users all of the independence, privacy, and security of decentralization without
sacrificing the need for liquidity, accessibility, and scalability.
First and foremost, our exchange will allow all users to establish wallets within our ecosystem
and trade directly with other users, without the need for a centralized, pooled asset vault. The
peer-to-peer exchanges help free users of our network from the persistent fear of security
breaches, malicious attacks, or technological mishaps on our behalf.
Our sophisticated and reliable smart contract enables users to transact directly, with a safety-focused escrow system to prevent bad actors from defrauding our users.

Place Bid
Place Bid

Get Bids

Receive Order

User Application

Settle Orders

WIZZ Servers hosting
RESTful APIʼs, fetching bids
from blockchain and placing orders
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Our Nodes of EOS
Synced with Mainnet

WIZZ NE T WORK

ASSET STORAGE: PROBLEMS
Intertwined with the shortcomings of centralized exchanges is the issue of crypto asset
custody. The industry suffers from a devastating lack of provable, distributed crypto asset
safekeeping infrastructure which hinders the scalability of exchanges, storage systems,
and the appeal of the industry as a whole.
In the same light as centralized exchanges, many crypto asset storage systems rely on a
pooled asset system, whereby a central intermediary store the actual assets and provides
a central server for such storage. This exposes users to a severe level of risk, whether
they’re susceptible to technical issues, malicious attacks, or any other variety of serious
flaws in the host’s network.
There’s a compelling case for establishing a decentralized system for secure wallets and
asset storage, without compromising users’ access to means of liquidity or larger ecosystems.

WIZZ NETWORK SOLUTIONS
WIZZ Network offers users a secure asset storage system and digital asset wallet within the
EOS Explorer. Our decentralized storage system enables user-controlled asset storage in a safe and
reliable environment.
The wallet is secured with login passwords and biometrics which is stored on the client side.
User will be required to provide its private key in the first interaction and then identity will be managed
by the wallet to perform all the functionalities. The user’s private key is stored at the client side and in
encrypted form to ensure security and develop user trust.

Encrypted Storage. Your important information, where and when you need it. Encrypt and store your
images, video and document scans like passports or contracts in WIZZ to access them anywhere.
Private File Sharing. Share what matters with your inner circle at home and at work. Invite users to
share your data, and don’t worry—you can manage and revoke access at any time.
Free & Paid Downloads. Wizz Storage enables you to securely offer your data on a free or paid basis
while protecting your intellectual property. Sell your digital files, such as ebooks, videos, music, tutorials, themes, and templates. Use WIZZ or EOS token for paid data.
Zero-knowledge. This type of privacy means that no one, not even Wizz, can look into the content of
your files. Only you and those who you decide to share with can access them.
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HOW IT WORKS: STORAGE SERVICE
User will upload a file using our platform. The file uploaded will
be encrypted and then pushed to ipfs to ensure the security of
the user data. Our smart contract action will make sure this file
upload action to be added to the EOS blockchain. To share a
file with some other user, another smart contract action will be
triggered to add record to the blockchain with the details of the
file and user to whom the file is shared. When some user wants
to access the file being shared to him, the file will be fetched
from ipfs, decrypted and provided to the user. If there is some
price of the file, the user will be first required to pay the tokens
(EOS or WIZZ). After the confirmation, the user can download
the file.

WIZZ Servers hosting
RESTful APIʼs
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Our Nodes of EOS Synced
with Mainnet

C HALLEN G E S
ENCRYPTED COMMUNICATION

friends or businesses. Sending a single message
in the group chat will send the message to all
the people who are part of the channel.

Anyone in search of an encrypted messaging
app will quickly be inundated with dozens of
centralized options. The clear problem with centralization is that an individual party is responsible for logging, distributing, and connecting
all communications. That means that a central
server ultimately holds the history of encrypted
chats, and the third party facilitating the chat
has access to the records. This clearly defeats
the purpose of an encrypted communication in
the first place.

An encrypted messaging system, end-to-end,
that still retains real-time and auditable functionality is our goal. Beyond these normal functions,
WIZZ Network is committed to a communication network that’s entirely decentralized,
maintaining privacy from even the messaging
platform itself.
WIZZ Network’s messenger will allow individual user-to-user encrypted chat, and a group
chat capability. Both functions will enable a
built-in p2p token transfer option for users, integrated with the WIZZ Network DEX.

The creation of a decentralized encrypted messaging system would enable users to transcend
all of their concerns with privacy and security.
The goal is to preserve the end-to-end encryption, real-time synchronicity, and the actual
privacy of users. This includes privacy from any
third parties—even the app developers, themselves.

Users’ conversations will be auditable and
persistent; chat history will only be accessible
to those users engaged in said chat and will
theoretically persist forever. Signatures on each
message in each chat will be checked to confirm the validity of the sender.

WIZZ NETWORK SOLUTIONS

Most importantly, the chat interface will be
easy-to-use.

With WIZZ, all of your conversations are private and end-to-end encrypted. WIZZ encrypted codes are unique to each chat message user
and proof can be seen on EOS blockchain.

When a user sends a message, it will be first
encrypted and then our smart contract action
will add this to the eos blockchain. Being public, the encrypted message will be ensuring the
user’s chat privacy. Similarly, while retrieving the
messages from the
public eos blockchain, they will
be first decrypted and then
returned to
the user.

WIZZ Utility Tokens can be earned using a
unique ref url allowing customers to send and
receive digital assets between users inside the
chat. There will be over 500 Tokens to choose
from, and transactions will be ultra-fast using
the WIZZ/EOS Blockchain.
WIZZ offers real-time Private conversations.
You can make a group Channel on WIZZ Chat
in case you want to reach a specific group of
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C HALLEN G E S
MERCHANT INTEGRATION

transactions for merchants. For those more
technically-capable businesses, WIZZ Network
offers an API that provides even more flexibility during integration, and more control over
payment flow.

Merchant services are in desperate need of
revitalization and overhaul in the crypto asset
sphere. High transaction costs and a general
lack of available, user-friendly applications
prevent widespread adoption of cryptocurrency
transaction processing.

Our network establishes a fast, secure, reliable
approach to merchant integration that has
actual real-world applications. Our ecosystem
will allow a more rapid approach to transaction
settlement, a system with more utility for businesses, and a means for users to finally conduct
transactions in digital assets.

Payments were never adopted on a large scale,
thanks to slow processing times that meant merchants could wait days before ever seeing the
credit of funds logged. Volatility in most crypto
assets stoked fear among merchants, discouraging them from enduring the long transactional
waiting periods.
Fluctuations in dollar value underlying assets
can lead to unreliable outcomes when transactions pend for hours upon hours, if not several
days.

SECURE WALLET
WIZZ Network offers users a secure asset
storage system and digital asset wallet within
the EOS Explorer. Our decentralized storage
system enables user-controlled asset storage in
a safe and reliable environment.

Decentralizing the exchange between assets,
while maintaining the celerity and liquidity of
those assets, may serve as the only solution
to quelling the distrust among merchants and
encouraging the adoption of crypto assets as a
payment option.

The wallet is secured with login passwords and
biometrics which is stored on the client side.
User will be required to provide its private key
in the first interaction and then identity will be
managed by the wallet to perform all the functionalities. The user’s private key is stored at
the client side and in encrypted form to ensure
security and develop user trust.

WIZZ NETWORK SOLUTIONS

The wallet includes the features to send EOS or
EOS-based token to some other eos user, check
the balance of owned tokens, track the transaction history of your account, buy/sell RAM on
the EOS blockchain, stake/unstake resources
such as CPU/NET. We have developed our own
RESTful apis which handle all the client-server
communication. The transactions are made
using our own nodes synced with the EOS
Mainnet. All the data required for the wallet is
fetched from the EOS blockchain using our own
nodes. The transaction history is retrieved from
our nodes through our native apis.

WIZZ Network prides itself in the applicability
of its ecosystem—we’re a hub of apps that allow
users to exchange and store assets, communicate with each other, and transact with merchants.
WIZZ Network will offer merchants a suite of
plugins or an API for businesses that enable
accelerated transactions with crypto assets. For
less experienced or technically-versed business,
our plugins will establish user-friendly applications with broad capabilities to enable efficient
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WI ZZ NE T WORK

TOKEN O M I C S
The WIZZ Token is a utility token, used entirely within the WIZZ Network
ecosystem of applications. Currently, 15 billion tokens have been created
and reserved accordingly:
Early Airgrab: 1,000,000,000

Operations: 2,000,000,000

WIZZ Team: 2,500,000,000

Legal: 500,000,000

Exchange: 2,000,000,000

Rewards: 2,000,000,000

Marketing: 1,000,000,000

Locked: 2,500,000,000

Advisors: 500,000,000

Investors: 1,000,000,000

The WIZZ Tokens will be used in nearly every facet of our ecosystem. WIZZ tokens will
serve as the transactional base for most functions present in all WIZZ ecosystem applications. Some of the applications include:
Decentralized Exchange. WIZZ Tokens will be used for DEX purchase token fees. WIZZ
tokens within a user’s wallet will serve as the backbone for all transactional processes
and enable users to purchase tokens and transact these tokens across our DEX.
Storage Functions. WIZZ Tokens will enable users to purchase storage upgrades on our
digital storage network and allow users to purchase digital files.

Investors
7%

Early Airgrab
7%

Locked
17%

Secure Wallet. Our network will establish secure, reliable wallets for the transfer of WIZZ
tokens.
WIZZ Team
17%

Rewards
13%

IEO
13%

Legal
3%
Operations
13%

Advisors
3%

Marketing
7%
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Communication. WIZZ tokens will
serve as a medium through which
users contribute to and interact with
our communication systems. WIZZ
Tokens will enable users to engage
with each other through social
blogs and our encrypted communication network.
Referrals. Users can earn WIZZ
by referring new members of our
community to our DEX, merchant
systems, storage services, or chat
applications.

WIZZ NE T WORK

R I S KS
Security. As with anything involving running a cryptocurrency, there are a numHOW
IT WORKS: DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
ber of risks. Security is paramount, and the Wizz Network team has the skills,
experience, and leadership to implement the very best practices.

Perhaps the centerpiece to WIZZ Networkʼs infrastructure, our Decentralized Exchange (“DEX”)
will provide
users allThis
of the
independence,
privacy, and
of decentralization
Competition.
is an
extremely dynamic
and security
competitive
industry with without
many
sacrificing the need for liquidity, accessibility, and scalability.

new entrants. This is a common risk with any startup business. The Wizz Network team has the experience, track record, industry resources and technical
First and foremost, our exchange will allow all users to establish wallets within our ecosystem
know-how
outclass
its competitors.
and trade
directlytowith
other users,
without the need for a centralized, pooled asset vault. The
peer-to-peer exchanges help free users of our network from the persistent fear of security
breaches,
maliciousAt
attacks,
or technological
mishaps
on our
behalf.
Regulatory.
this stage,
FinCEN and
the FATF
have
outlined that non-custodi-

al wallets and truly decentralized exchanges are not required to comply with

Our sophisticated and reliable smart contract enables users to transact directly, with a safety-fothe cumbersome money transmission burdens faced by the centralized, custodicused escrow system to prevent bad actors from defrauding our users.

an-based models. If these regulations change, Wizz Networks may be forced to
change its business model to comply with new regulations.

Development Risks – As with any software project, there are elements of uncertainty. There is a possibility it will not work as expected.
Training and knowlPlace Bid
edge are of critical importance and anyone handling the technology must understand how to usePlace
and Bid
apply it correctly. The Wizz Network
Get Bidshas experts in both
the software development and security field that understand the unique hurdles
Order
in developingReceive
a decentralized
exchange for the cryptocurrency
Settle Orders industry.
Technology Risks. Ever-changing tools, techniques, protocols, standards, and deUser Application
Nodes
of EOS
WIZZ
hosting
velopment systems increase
the Servers
probability
that technology risks Our
will arise
in virSynced with
Mainnet
RESTful
APIʼs, fetching
tually any substantial software
engineering
effort.bids
Training and knowledge
are
from
and
plac-technology most often leads
of critical importance, and
the blockchain
improper use
of new
directly to project failure.ing
Decentralized
exchange order matching requires
orders
massive data accumulation and curation. The Wizz Network has an exclusive
algorithm that has been used for product development and optimization.
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R I S KS
HOW IT WORKS: DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE

Production and Process Risks. The Wizz Network relies heavily on computer
processing power to run the system. Proper functioning machines have a trePerhaps
the centerpiece
to WIZZ
Networkʼs
infrastructure,
Decentralized
Exchange
mendous
impact on
the Wizz
Network’s
ability toour
operate.
Any problems
or(“DEX”)
will provide
userswith
all of
themachines
independence,
privacy,expensive
and security
of decentralization
without
downtime
the
may require
repairs
or greatly affect
the
sacrificing
the
need
for
liquidity,
accessibility,
and
scalability.
Wizz Network’s ability to provide services to our clients. The Team’s decades of
experience within the software field has allowed them to be uniquely positioned
First and
foremost, our
exchangeand
will allow
all usersprocesses.
to establish wallets within our ecosystem
to understand
workflows
data control
and trade directly with other users, without the need for a centralized, pooled asset vault. The
peer-to-peer exchanges help free users of our network from the persistent fear of security
breaches,
malicious attacks,
or technological
on our behalf.
Commercialization
Risks.
Like all newmishaps
cryptocurrency
products, The Wizz Net-

work systems, face the challenge of market acceptance and adoption. There

Our sophisticated
and reliable in
smart
contract enables
users to transact
a safety-foare always challenges
introducing
a new technology.
Thisdirectly,
naturalwith
market
cusedresistance
escrow system
to
prevent
bad
actors
from
defrauding
our
users.
is counterbalanced by an ever-evolving technology landscape and

adoption of certain technologies over others. Because the Wizz Networks
founders took great length to create a truly decentralized platform, and have a
strong understanding of the space, they have sought to address this natural resistance by designing the products to be closed loops, customers can use the Wizz
Placecryptocurrency
Bid
Network as a practical, useful, one-stop shop for their
trading.
In addition, the Wizz Network is exploring both direct and collaborative Go-toPlace Bid
Get Bids
Market strategies.
Receive Order

User Application

Settle Orders

WIZZ Servers hosting
RESTful APIʼs, fetching bids
from blockchain and placing orders
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Our Nodes of EOS
Synced with Mainnet

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
WizzNetwork, LLC (“WizzNetwork”) and its corresponding Tokens are not intended to be or to
be offered as a security in any jurisdiction. The following Whitepaper is not intended to
constitute an offering of securities, a solicitation of investment, a prospectus or offering
document in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper neither represents any opinion or advice to
purchase or sell tokens nor shall it or any part of it be relied upon for any contract or
transaction decision. No person or entity is bound to enter into any binding agreement in
relation to the purchase and sale of WizzNetwork Tokens or any other cryptocurrency on the
basis of this Whitepaper. Any agreement between the Vendor and the purchaser of
WizzNetwork Tokens shall be governed by a separate contract setting out the specific terms
and conditions applicable to said transaction.
If you are in any jurisdiction where a token offering is forbidden by law, you may not purchase
WizzNetwork Tokens. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the
information set out in this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the
laws, regulatory requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution, or
dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory
requirements, or rules have been complied with. This Whitepaper is not intended for distributed
in any jurisdiction where such distribution is prohibited or restricted.
If you are in doubt as to what action to take, you should consult your legal, financial, tax or
other professional advisor(s). No party mentioned in this Whitepaper shall be liable for any
consequential, indirect, special, incidental or other form of loss of any kind, be it in tort,
contract, or otherwise arising out of or in connection with this Whitepaper.
No party mentioned herein purports to make any representation, warranty, or undertaking in
any form whatsoever in relation to the truth, accuracy, and completeness of the information
provided in this Whitepaper. Such information is subject to modification at WizzNetwork’s sole
discretion. The actual performance of WizzNetwork may be materially different from the
expressed or implied opinions, estimates, and/or projections included in this Whitepaper.
Forward-looking statements of any kind, by their nature, are mere predictions. Possible
changes in industry and regulatory trends, exchange rates political, social and economic
conditions, and other factors beyond the control of any party mentioned herein could impact
the outlook for WizzNetwork. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
No person involved in the preparation of the Whitepaper owes a duty of care to any recipient of
this Whitepaper. No person has been or is authorized to give any information, advice, or
representation that is not contained in this Whitepaper. By accessing and/or accepting
possession of this Whitepaper, or any part of the information contained within, you are
expressly accepting and agreeing to all of the statements made above in this Legal Disclaimer
section.
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